
1 Unit

1 Amazing animals
1. Listen and read.

Mary: I like your photo album!
John: Yes, it’s great! It’s all  

about amazing animals.
Mary: What’s your favourite  

animal?
John: Dolphins. And yours?
Mary: The kangaroo. It’s so  

sweet. It’s always carrying 
its baby.

What’s your 
favourite 
animal?

John:  Well, dolphins are nicer because  
they help people, and they have 
babies, too. It says in my photo 
album that they are not really 
fish.

Mary: What does that mean?
John:  Well, fish lay eggs, but dolphins 
  have babies. Isn’t that great?
Mary: Yeah… but I still think kangaroos  

are the best!
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Mammals

2. Write the numbers on the lines.Unit

7

3. Label the pictures expressing what animals can do.

1. beak 2. tail 3. neck 
4. legs 5. eyes 6. feathers 
7. wings 8. head

Birds

climb   fly 3        jump  push objects
crawl   have babies    lay eggs  swim
follow scents   hunt        make nests  work hard

_________________   _________________    _________________    _________________

_________________   _________________    _________________    _________________

_________________   _________________    _________________    _________________

1

Mammals are 
animals that 

have babies like 
people do! We are 

mammals, too.

fly
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Sounds and Rhythm

2 Talking about animals

2. Guess the animals.

Monkeys don’t have wings. They have arms.
Bears don’t have hair. They have fur.

1. Look at the pictures and complete this text. Listen to confirm.

8

When do 
you write is, isn’t, are, 
aren’t, don’t, doesn’t,  

can, can’t?
The ostrich is the biggest bird in the world  
but it  can’t fly.
It ________ have a very big head, and its beak  
is small. Its neck ________ long and its legs 
________ long too. Ostriches ________ 
beautiful, soft feathers but they ________ have 
big wings so they ________ fly. They ________ 
taller than a person and they ________ run 
faster than athletes. Their eggs ________ small.
They ________ the biggest of all. One 
egg ________ bigger than a grapefruit.

1. It’s bigger than a fly but  
smaller than a butterfly.

   It works no harder than an ant,  
but it makes the sweetest and 
most delicious honey one can 
have.

2. It’s not the largest cat but it’s  
the most dangerous.

    It’s not much bigger than a  
lion, but faster and more 
colourful. And it’s the most 
fearful of all cats.

tall           taller than                the tallest
big          bigger than              the biggest
friendly     friendlier than           the friendliest
beautiful    more beautiful than    the most beautiful

REMEMBER
        1              2 or more
 is are
 isn’t aren’t
 doesn’t don’t
 can can
 can’t can’t
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